
  
  
Today’s Around The World blog reaches back to the 18th 
century to shed some light on a subject that is as relevant 
then as it is today -the difference between wealth and 
money. The former is tangible and real, where its value 
derives from its intrinsic utility or application. Land, 
buildings, food, commodities and proprietary technology 
are examples of wealth, whereas money is merely a 
representation of it. While it is true that if you have $200 in 
your wallet, you could be said to have twice as much 
wealth as you would if you only had $100, the same cannot 
be said necessarily on a larger scale. By way of example, if 
it were to be determined that the wealth of our country was 
$2.5 Trillion as measured by our Gross Domestic Product, then one could express this in an equivalent dollar 
amount on a 1:1 ratio. In theory our Parliament could pass legislation taxing the entirety of our countries’ wealth 
away (effectively nationalizing all wealth) and then sell the assets for $2.5 Trillion to a third party. Should the 
Canadian government require even more money than this, they could simply print amounts in excess of our 
countries’ inherent worth rather than sell Canada to the highest bidder. But every dollar then becomes fractionally 
less and represents an ever smaller claim on the same fixed amount of wealth. Thus, if our Treasury stopped the 
printing presses at $5 Trillion in currency in circulation, there would be twice of much representations of wealth in 
circulation than underlying wealth itself. As such, our currency would be expected to depreciate to $0.5 or fifty 
cents (I know, for everyone used to heading to the States for the winter or even March Break, it sure feels like the 
Loonie has already done just that!). In such an eventuality, inflation would be expected to come roaring back and 
prices should double. Ouch! And double ouch!!

The story of Scottish financier John Law serves as a warning to governments around the world running the printing 
presses flat out, while keeping interest rates near zero. Increasing the money supply (M1) does not make us 
wealthier, but it does make each successive dollar in circulation poorer. It’s a bit like calling the local pizza place, 
ordering a large pizza and before hanging up, asking how many pieces you get in a large. The answer forthcoming 
should be: how many slices do you want it to be? For whether they cut the pizza into half, quarters, eighths or 
sixteenths, the total amount of pizza remains the same. More slices doesn’t mean more pizza! 

Of course we know this, but the question is whether governments do. I encourage you to read the article in CBC.ca 
<here> and pay particular attention to what happened when French society bought into the collective delusion 
that increasing representations of wealth was the same as increasing wealth itself. It took France almost a century to 
recover from their financial mess and should serve as a warning to governments around the world intent on 
printing their way out of their Covid debts. 

And on a personal note, I wish all of you and your families all the best this Thanksgiving weekend. However more 
subdued this holiday may be this year, we have so much to be thankful for -including all our scientist working 
furiously around the clock to develop a vaccine that will allow us to return to the life we knew before. Amen to that!

Be safe, be well!
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